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[ Our Lady of Fatima \
– Mystery of Numbers 13, 33 and 666 –

The underworld has been unleashed on Earth. They’ve come for their dead.
(Master Philippe de Lyon )

I

The Supernatural

The supernatural is considered by most to be in the realm of the fabulous, the fable,
the fairly tale. It is piquant to observe that the Christian supernatural, in particular, is the object of violent rejection and incomprehensible suspicion.
It has not always been that way. Medieval novels such as Tristan and Iseult or
The song of Roland reported the daily life of heroes, sang Masses, angels and celestial communications through dreams or voices, exalted the chivalric virtues and the
Christian supernatural.
This supernatural born of the Old Testament and the Gospel is recounted by many
witnesses in numerous passages. Let us mention a few of them: the ten plagues of
Egypt inflicted by God the Father upon Pharaoh followed by the miraculous exit of
the Hebrew people led by Moses and Aaron; the course of the sun and of the moon
that Joshua asked the Eternal God to stop; the supernatural birth of Christ born
of the Virgin followed by His resurrection from the dead; the supernatural feat of
Joan of Arc, a 17-year-old girl, appointed by the Holy Trinity in 1429 to consecrate
King Charles VII in Rheims.
So, ask yourself these two questions: since God is the creator of everything... how
much energy, do you think, God must send to create the earth, galaxies, pulsars,
black holes...? And how much energy must He send to divide waters or to slow down
or even stop the course of the sun and the moon? He who can do more can do less...
This supernatural is true. It does not come from the realm of fabulous things, fables
nor fairly tales. It always enters into our lives should we be attentive and open to it,
but also into the History of mankind, as the events of Fatima in Portugal prove once
again, particularly through the striking recurrence of number 13! Our time-based
arithmetical network1 is now expanding thanks to the clever choices of the Virgin a
century ago.
1915. Europe is mired in the Great War. The causes of this war are political and
Freemasons are outdoing tricks to bring down the yet standing major monarchies.
The murder in Sarajevo, on June 28th, 1914, of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir
to the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and his wife by a henchman commissioned by
1 Consult

our text VII, Seals of numbers on the flow of Time, for more information.
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Freemasonry, Gavrilo Princip2 , sparks things off. The Triple Alliance (Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Italy) against the Triple Entente (France, United Kingdom, imperial Russia) will end with the Armistice of November 11th, 1918, with more than
20 million dead and as many wounded.
Wilhelm II, Emperor of Prussia (Germany) will abdicate on November 9th, 1918,
giving way to the Weimar Republic. It is the logical continuation wanted by Freemasons. After the 1789 French Revolution bringing the Kingdom of France to an end,
maneuvers had to be found to bring down the other monarchies since Napoleon,
their spearhead, had failed at the Battle of Waterloo.
The Weimar Republic died out in 1933 after Hitler’s election. Hitler’s regime, elected
by universal suffrage, will kill between 50 and 85 million people.
Russia, drained humanly and economically, will fall likewise after the 1917 February Revolution and the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II on March 2nd. The Russian
people will get intoxicated with freedom and anarchy to finally enthrone Lenin,
then Stalin... The toll will be heavy... more than 20 million dead for Stalin alone.
Communism will spread and reach China, where the People’s Republic of China
proclaimed by Mao in 1949 will kill 70 million people.
The century will march on. There will be the revolution of 1968, the liberalization
of morals, the explosion of technology, the intoxication with Eastern theosophy, the
New Age currents and... and the silent apostasy of our Christian roots by many
men and women less and less willing to meet He who suffered and died for us on the
Cross, in order to save us from that shroud of flesh, the heritage of original sin3 .
Let us go back now to the supernatural and the year 1915...
1915.
There were three manifestations of an angel to three children named Lucia, Francisco
and Jacinta... while they were reciting their chaplet. Little Lucia described him as:
“Suspended in the air above the trees; a face like a snow statue that the sun’s rays
made a little transparent.”
Now, we are entering into the Christian supernatural! If there is a supernatural,
a marvellous Christian reality, there is also, no doubt, an antichristic occultism.
Hard to believe when you come from a world in which the doxa of academic science
prevails. And yet, the Freemasons also refer to a god they call the Great Architect
of the Universe. They too have their supernatural which they call esotericism or
occultism.
Didn’t you see last year, President Macron with pentacles4 , which are protection
symbols known in the esoteric world? No doubt, it is just a work of art to avoid
freaking out...
2 According

to Professor Emeritus Lozac’hmeur in his lectures. As for us, we note that the gap
between June 17th, 1789 (inclusive), the day the Masonic Third Estate proclaimed itself National
Assembly and the murder on June 28th, 1914 is amounted to 45666 days! Numbers do not lie...
3 Consult our text XIII on the original sin for more details.
4 We send the reader to investigate on the web.
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You often meet this esotericism associated with the bewitching Egypt of the pharaohs
and the fascinating power of their deities and their knowledge that they still exercise
today.
Fairy tales... are you thinking again? Remember that Moses commanded Aaron to
throw his staff before Pharaoh and his servants, and that staff turned into a... snake.
We’re getting into magic here, into occultism, into esotericism. To turn a staff into
a snake requires hidden knowledge that few know. However, the Bible recounts that
Pharaoh, unimpressed, “then summoned wise men and sorcerers, and the Egyptian
magicians also did the same things by their secret arts: Each one threw down his
staff and it became a snake. But Aaron’s staff swallowed up their staffs. (Exodus 7.
11-12.)”.
As we know, the over-powerful Egyptian deities could not counter the ten plagues
sent by God. But these deities are still seducing a lot. We have, for example, a
Reiki from Isis. Much more worrying still, Freemasonry had the ear of Napoleon.
He and his father Charles Bonaparte were in. General Kebler founded the lodge Isis
in Cairo... More than 1200 Masonic lodges were counted in France during the First
Empire.
1916.
The Christian supernatural shows itself again! Little Lucia will describe:
“A fairly strong wind shook the trees and made us look up and see what was happening, because the day was fine.”
From this wind, there springs the angel of peace to them:
“A young man of 14 or 15 years old, whiter than snow, which the sun made transparent, as if he were made of crystal, and of great beauty.”
And the Christian supernatural is now turning real and very tangible:
“The angel held a chalice in his left hand, on which was suspended a Host from which
a few drops of blood were falling into the chalice.
The angel left the chalice hanging in the air and knelt down next to us and made us
repeat three times5 :
Most Holy Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit,
I offer you the most precious Body, Blood, Soul and Divinity of Jesus Christ,
present in every tabernacle of the world
in reparation for insults, sacrilege and indifference
with which He Himself is offended...”

The angel is thus anticipating on the Divine Mercy prayer that Jesus will give to
Saint Faustina6 fifteen years later...
5 The

number three is the symbol of the Trinity; consult One God and the Trinity on www.jesuschrist-philippedelyon.com.
6 Saint Faustina: August 25th, 1905 – October 5th, 1938. Passed away at the age of 33, which
is another Christic number.
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1917.
The Great War seems endless. The conflict, that every leader in 1914 thought to be
a blitzkrieg, is devastating, mutilating, shattering. Exhaustion, despair, routine set
in7 . Europe is getting bogged down.
On May 5th, 1917, Pope Benedict XV asks to add to the litanies of the Blessed
Virgin Mary the invocation “Queen of peace - Pray for us” from June 1st, 1917.
Eight days later, on May 13th, the Queen of Peace appears at Cova da Iria8 in
Fatima, Portugal.
I. First Apparition of Our Lady, on May 13th, 1917

The three children see something like a lightning bolt, then another one, then:
“On a small holm oak tree, a lady dressed all in white, brighter than the sun, radiating a light clearer and more intense than a crystal glass filled with crystalline water,
crossed by the rays of the most ardent sun.”
Note the symbolic: An angel in 1915, then in 1916 and the first apparition of Our
Lady in 1917: Number 3 again!
Cova in Portuguese means pit, grave. A pit is a hole dug in the ground to bury a
dead person. Europe in 1917 is indeed mired in a pit...
Our Lady is depicted above a holm oak tree. A holm oak (Quercus ilex ) has evergreen foliage and measures between 5 and 20 m high. The Latin root quercus would
go back to the Indo-European perkus (from the Lithuanian Perkunias, “god of thunder”), a word mythologically linked to thunderbolt. The symbolism is clear. Europe
is in a pit, the green colour of the evergreen foliage indicates hope and thunderbolt,
the wrath of God against men who did not want to hear the Apparition of Our Lady
at La Salette in 1846.
The apparition occured on May 13th, 1917, the 133rd day of the year and of the
celebration of all saint martyrs since May 13th, 610 under Pope Boniface IV before
it was shifted to All Saints’ Day under Pope Gregory IV! Subtlety is in the detail!
Also remember that Pope Leo XIII testified that he overheard, on October 13th,
18849 , Satan asking for a century and more power for the souls who had given
themselves in service to him (that is: the Masons and others...) and the destruction
of the Church. One does not compromise on the Celestial Laws! The Clergy having
seriously sinned, as Our Lady of La Salette had stated in 1846, Christ had to let
Satan play his game. Now... now, the dates of October 13th, 188410 and of October
7 An account: Journey to the End of the Night by Céline. Also read Les Deux Patries (The Two
Motherlands) by Jean de Viguerie.
8 Iria is the popular form of Irene, a virgin martyr born about thirty kilometres from Fatima in
635 and murdered in 653.
9 A Monday: moon’s day... and the moon is connected to Darkness according to Genesis.
10 Number 13 is not insignificant because it embodies the Virgin. In the Revelation, She is clothed
with the sun (=1), covered with 12 stars! We mention two other examples: 13 is the number of the
Last Supper. The Order of the Knights Templar was created at the Council of Troyes on January
13th, 1129 and crushed on October 13th, 1307 by order of Philip IV, King of France. It should
be known that Freemasonry secretly claims to be related to the Order of the Temple...
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13th, 1917, when the miracle of the sun dance occured, are connected by 33 years!
The Virgin asked to “recite the chaplet every day in order to obtain peace for the
world and the end of the war.”
Subsequent to Germany’s declaration of submarine all-out war, America voted to
wage war on April 6th, 1917. A universal conscription was passed by Congress on
May 18th, 1917. On June 13th, 1917, the day of the second apparition of the
Virgin in Fatima, the American Expeditionary Force, a group of 177 soldiers under
the command of General John Pershing was the first to land at Boulogne-sur-Mer.
The bulk of the troops arrived 13 days later, on June 26th, 1917, in Saint Nazaire.
This cannot be a coincidence! Heaven was beginning to pull Europe out of the war.
II. Second Apparition of Our Lady, on June 13th, 1917

The Virgin revealed to little Lucia that:
“Jesus wants to use you (Lucia) to make Me known and loved. He wants to establish
the devotion to my Immaculate Heart in the world”,
in order to win souls back. Then Our Lady shows them her Heart. Lucia testifies:
“In front of the palm of Our Lady’s right hand there was a heart covered by thorns
that seemed to be sinking into it. We realized that it was the Immaculate Heart of
Mary, outraged by the sins of mankind11 , that was demanding reparation.”
To that end, Our Lady said, “the devotion to My Immaculate Heart had to be established.”
III. Third Apparition of Our Lady, on July 13th, 1917

This apparition of the Virgin Mary will be the most demanding and revealing one.
It is marked by number 3! Several thousand people are gathering round the three
seers. The Virgin announces to the three children a miracle that everyone will see
in October, then reveals a secret in three parts:

Part I:
- A vision of Hell, reported by Lucia in 1941. Its purpose is to arouse a spiritual
awakening and save souls, should the devotion to the Immaculate Heart of Mary be
established in the world.
- About the Great War. Announcement of the Second World War.
Our Lady affirms the end of the Great War. However, She says, “if people do not
cease to offend God, another worse one will break out under the reign of Pius XI”.
11 Such

as blasphemies...
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Pope Pius XI was enthroned on February 12th, 1922 and died on February 10th,
1939. Historians date the outbreak of the Second World War on September 1st,
1939, when the invasion of Poland began.
But if we analyze the facts, Hitler annexed Austria to Germany on March 12th,
1938 (Anschluss), while Pius XI was Pope, turning war inevitable.
Remind that Hitler was born on April 20th, 1889, the centenary year of the French
Revolution12 , which is important, since you should know that the French Revolution
was fomented by the Masonic circles of which the philosophers of the Enlightenment
were part. He will accede to the supreme functions on January 30th, 1933.
Our Lady affirms that there will be a sign in the sky before the Second World War:
“a night will be illuminated by an unknown light”. All newspapers and testimonies
are positive. There was indeed an unusually gigantic aurora borealis on January
25th, 1938. The French astronomy popularizer Lucien Rudaux, in La Nature issue
3020, testifies13 on March 1st, 1938:
“It was seen not only all over France, but as far south as southern Europe and even
Morocco, as it was sighted from a ship at 28° North latitude. In many places, this
brilliant meteor caused an impression of anxiety, if not terror, because some people,
it is said, were inclined to interpret it as the harbinger of impending calamities!”
This astronomical phenomenon occured on January 25th, 1938. Six weeks later,
Hitler annexed Austria... on March 12th, 1938, turning war inevitable.
About this worrying phenomenon, the Virgin Mary says:
“This is the great sign that God gives you, that He is going to punish the world for
its crimes, by means of war, famine, and persecutions against the Church and the
Holy Father.”
We note that God also punishes and sends persecutions against the Church and the
Holy Father. Why the Church? Because the Virgin had said in 1846 at La Salette
that the clergy had heavily sinned and that the arm of her Son would fall. It was
mainly the clergy’s contempt for La Salette that led Satan to deal with Christ on
October 13th, 1884, as Pope Leo XIII reported, and that led them to be powerless
and persecuted during the Second World War.
Concretely, it means that God will refuse to prevent any rise of the Forces of divisions. The Clergy did not listen; men massively yearned for the sirens songs of
the Revolution and the Catholics converted massively to the Revolutionary Motherland14 . Since mankind was doing whatever it want... So be it! There is a je-ne-saisquoi of republic in the Celestial Monarchy. In their fury, God makes his creatures
12 The

years 1689, 1789, 1889 and 1989 are fundamental to understand what occurred. Consult
our text VII, Seals of numbers on the flow of Time, for an overview of this time-based arithmetical
network.
13 Other accounts can be found at https://montfortajpm.blogspot.com/2018/01/le-grandavertissement-du-25-janvier-1938–Fatima.html
14 Les Deux Patries (The Two Motherlands) by historian Jean de Viguerie.
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taste the ashes of their yearnings!
Lucia will testify that above the holm oak tree:
“On the left side of Our Lady a little higher up, there stood an Angel with a sword of
fire in his left hand, which was glittering, emitting flames, and extinguishing itself
when touched by the splendour emanating from Our Lady’s right hand towards him.
The angel pointed to the earth with his right hand and with a loud voice said:
Penance! Penance! Penance!”
Observe that the sword of the Angel threw flames and lightning, reminiscent of the
symbolic with the holm oak (Quercus ilex ) connected to thunderbolt on a mythological level! Note that the left side here refers to the laity mired in the Great War
in 1917 with the threat of a Second World War and that the right hand of Our Lady
symbolizes the clergy who can, through her intercession, obtain peace, should they
obey God’s will15 .
***

Part II:
The second part of Our Lady’s message concerns the prevention of the cataclysm.
The hand of God, in 1917, is still stretched out towards a world that is more and
more deaf. In order to prevent the Nazi invasion, Our Lady warns that She will
later come to ask for the consecration of Russia to her Immaculate Heart and for
the First Saturdays Devotion. She says that if the Clergy answers her request, peace
will come and Russia will be converted. Otherwise Russia will spread its errors in
the world, provoking wars and persecutions against the Church.
The apparitions of Our Lady at Fatima were recognized by Rome in 1930. The first
chapel was built in 1919 and the first church in 1928. Russia’s first consecration
will take place in 1942 by Pius XII, but it will be incomplete and therefore refused
by Heaven. Communism will spread in Europe and Asia. The People’s Republic of
China presided over by Mao will assassinate more than 70 million people...
***

Part III:
A vision that calls for penance and shows, among other things, a Pope suffering and
dying. This vision, reported in January 1944, was known in 2000.
Pope John Paul II recognized himself in the description of this vision after enduring
a murder attempt.
On May 13th, 1981, again a 13..., sixty-four years after the first apparition of
15 Regarding

the right-left symbolism: consult The Holy Shroud of Turin sur www.jesus-christphilippedelyon.com.
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Our Lady in Fatima, Mehmet Ali Ağca, a member of the Grey Wolves, a Turkish
Islamist and nationalist organization, attempted to kill the pope in St. Peter’s
Square, Vatican. Fortunately, with the help of prayers, Pope John Paul II did not
die from his wounds.
If one counts the number of weeks between July 13th, 1917, day of Our Lady’s
warning, and May 13th, 1981, day of the attack fomented by the Turkish Islamist
organisation, 666*5 = 3330 full weeks elapsed16 .
IV. Fourth Apparition of Our Lady, on August 19th, 1917

As the date of the apparition was drawing near, the provincial authority intervened.
The mayor of Ourem, encompassing Fatima, was Arthur de Oliveira Santos. As a
fervent republican born in 1884, he joined the Masonic Grand Orient at the age of
26. At the time of the Fatima apparitions, he was the most influential man in the
region.
He interrogated Lucia on August 11th, threatened and frightened her. He wanted
to know the secrets revealed by the Blessed Virgin. On August 14th, the seers were
taken to prison and threatened with being thrown “into a cauldron of boiling oil” 17 .
They were given back to their parents on August 15th, Assumption Day. On August
19th, 1917, the Blessed Virgin told them:
“Many souls go to hell because they have no one who sacrifices himself and prays for
them.” 18
Our Lady will ask for a chapel to be built.
V. Fifth Apparition of Our Lady, on September 13th, 1917

There were between 20,000 and 30,000 people in Cova da Iria. Many of them were
desperate to contact the seers and express their supplications.
Our Lady stood above the holm oak tree. She exhorted again to recite the chaplet and announced the miracle of October visible to everyone and affirmed that St.
Joseph would also be there with the Child Jesus. Our Lady would then present
herself, She said, as Our Lady of Sorrows and then of Carmel.
Note the symbolism... Our Lady of Sorrows to draw attention to the tragedies that
are underway if no spiritual awakening appears.
The word Carmel refers to Mount Carmel and to a passage in the Bible... the Book
of Kings19 relates that, at that time, there was a great famine at Mount Carmel in
Israel caused by an abnormal aridity of the soil. No rain had fallen for three years.
God the Father then sent his prophet Elijah. Elijah provoked the priests of Baal
(a powerful entity linked to Satan) who, despite their great esoteric erudition, were
confronted with their inability to make rain fall. Elijah confused them and showed
16 The

Revelation according to Saint John affirms that 666 is the number of the Beast...
Charon, Fatima, vérités et légendes page 56.
18 This remark will be used by Pope Pius XII in the encyclical Mystici Corporis Christi.
19 King 18 : 1-46.
17 Yves
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them the inanity of their idolatry. After his victory, the priests of Baal were put to
death by King Ahab.
Once again, Our Lady will send a message laden with symbols... but which once
again was not understood.
VI. Sixth Apparition of Our Lady, on 13 octobre 1917

This was the apparition that struck the most. It occurred 33 years after October
13th, 1884, the day of Satan’s claim reported by Pope Leo XIII.
Between 30,000 and 100,000 people were present. It was raining heavily, the ground
had become a real quagmire. At 12:00 noon solar time, 1:30 a.m. local time, the
apparition took place. The Virgin asked to recite the chaplet every day, to make a
chapel in her honor, unveiled that She was Our Lady of the Rosary and announced
the end of the Great War.
Lucia tried to intercede for those who had asked her. Our Lady answered:
“Some do, some don’t. They need to mend their ways, to ask forgiveness for their sins.
They should no longer offend God, Our Lord, who is already too much offended!”
Then came the miracle announced by Our Lady: Lucia, in her fourth memory, testified that she saw Our Lady’s hands opening and directing them towards the sun:
“By opening her hands, She made them reflect on the sun, and as She was ascending,
the reflection of her own light continued to project itself on the sun... Next to the
sun we saw St. Joseph and the Child Jesus... who seemed to bless the world with
hand gestures they made in the form of a cross.”
Lucia recounted having seen Our Lady switched her appearance to Our Lady of
Sorrows, then Our Lady of Carmel.
Meanwhile, the sun began to make abnormal and unexpected movements. The peasants who came en masse saw the “sun dancing”. It lasted about ten minutes. People
far from Cova da Iria could also see the phenomenon. Thousands of witnesses saw
their wet clothes suddenly turn... dry. Here are some testimonies20 :
“The sun was trembling, the sun had sudden and unseen movements beyond any cosmic laws. The sun was dancing according to the typical expression of the peasants.”
“It started dancing again until it finally seemed to detach itself from the sky and
come downwards to us. It was a dreadful moment!”
“It was turning on itself at dizzying speed, then broke away from the firmament, and
blood-red, was advancing downwards to the earth. Those seconds were terrifying.”
20 Yves

Chiron, Fatima, vérités et légendes.
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It should be noted that no astronomical observatory noticed any abnormal movements of the sun. This is a constant in God’s miracles! The perplexed must be
always given the possibility of doubting; free will must remain sovereign...
Yves Chiron reports in his book21 a piquant fact related by Mr. Gorresio. The
secretary of the Nunciature, Mgr. Masella, sent two trustworthy persons who were
present on the day of the apparition on October 13th, 1917, “One of them testified
that he had seen an extraordinary meteorological phenomenon, and the other claimed
that nothing had happened22 ”. This says it all! The perplexed must be always given
the possibility of doubting...
VII. Private Apparition of Our Lady, on June 15th, 1921

This apparition had been announced by Our Lady to Lucia. It no longer took place
in public, but in private. Lucia will choose the call of religious life and the Carmelite
cloister. God was eager to protect the reputation of St. Lucia in order to preserve
the Fatima apparitions as much as possible from any blasphemies to come that might
cast doubt on future generations.
VIII. Private Apparition of Our Lady, on December 10th, 1925

On December 10th, 1925 in Pontevedra, the Blessed Virgin and Child Jesus carried
on a luminous cloud appeared to Lucia. The Heart of Mary, covered by thorns, was
shown to her and the Child Jesus asked for an act of reparation for the five types
of offences committed by men against her Immaculate Heart, which are:
1. Blasphemies against the Immaculate Conception.
2. Against her Virginity.
3. Against the Divine Motherhood23 and the refusal to acknowledge Her as
Mother of mankind.
4. Those who publicly try to put in the heart of children indifference, contempt
and even hate for the Immaculate Mother.
5. Those who outrage Her directly in her saintly images.
VIII. Private apparition of Our Lady, on June 13th, 1929

On July 13th, 1917, at the time of her 3rd apparition, Our Lady had said that
She would ask for the consecration of Russia so that it would stop spreading errors
throughout the world.
Eleven years and eleven months later in Tuy, on July 13th, 1929, Lucia had an
apparition of the Holy Trinity and the Virgin Mary. Our Lady announced:
21 Yves

Chiron, Fatima, vérités et légendes, page 74.
Gorresio, La nuova missione.
23 Consult our text XI, Into the supernatural of the Holy Mass, for more information.
22 Vittorio
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“The moment has come when God asks the Holy Father to make, in union with all the
bishops of the world, the consecration of Russia to my Immaculate Heart, promising
to rescue it by this means. The souls whom the justice of God condemns for the sins
committed against Me are so numerous that I come to ask for reparation: sacrifice
yourself for this intention and pray.”
Soviet totalitarianism was already causing millions of deaths and persecution against
the Orthodox and Catholic Church was widespread. In 1932-33, the great famine in
Ukraine was going to kill eight million of men and women and 13,5 millions of people will be detained in the Stalinist gulags at the beginning of the Second World War.
Lucia’s superiors were reluctant to relay her many requests. In the 1931 summer,
Lucia received an inner locution from Christ:
“Let my ministers know, since they are following the example of the King of France by
delaying the execution of my request, that they will follow him in misfortune. It will
never be too late to have recourse to Jesus and Mary.”
In 1937, the Portuguese high clergy relayed Lucia’s requests to Pope Pius XI. He
turned them down. On January 25th, 1938, the apparition in the sky of an unusual aurora borealis heralded the war and 1 year, 7 months and 7 days later...
On September 1st, 1939, Hitler invaded Poland, the land of St. Faustina24 and the
Chaplet of Divine Mercy inspired by Jesus Christ on September 13th, 1935!
Cardinal Pacelli, consecrated as bishop on May 13th, 1917!!! became Pope Pius XII
on March 2nd, 1939. The consecration of Russia on October 31st, 1942, proposed
by Pius XII was rejected by Heaven because it was incomplete. It lacked, among
other things, the union of all the bishops of the world. Christ did insist,
“Because I want my entire Church to acknowledge this consecration as a triumph of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary, in order to extend her worship and put the devotion
to this Immaculate Heart together with the devotion to my Divine Heart.”
Thirty-three years after the Fatima apparitions, on May 1st, 1950, Gilles Bouhours25 ,
an envoy of the Virgin Mary, had a private interview, at the age of five, with Pius XII
to deliver a message on the Assumption. This dogma was promulgated on November
1st, 1950. On October 30th and 31st and November 1st, Pius XII reported seeing
the sun in an unusal way. His description of the sun is strangely reminiscent of the
miracle of Fatima. The popes succeeded one another, as did the consecrations, but
none of them had the validation of Heaven.
On May 13th, 1981, Pope John Paul II was nearly murdered by the Muslim Mehmet
Ali Agça. He saw himself in the third part of the secret and, on March 25th, 1984,
24 Saint

Faustina 25/08/1905 – 05/10/1938.
Bouhours (27/11/1944 – 29/02/1960) saw the Blessed Virgin 33 times, mainly the 13th
of each month...
25 Gilles
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he achieved the long-awaited consecration in St. Peter’s Square. 1984!... it was
almost a century after Satan’s claim26 , on October 13th, 1884! What is more,
John Paul II won one more battle! In his circular letter Quattuor abhinc annos on
October 3rd, 1984, ten days before the end of the claim, he permitted Holy Mass to
be said again... Satan had, indeed, won his bet, but the completely dazed Church
was rediscovering the means to get back on its feet.
The Berlin Wall began on August 13th, 1961, fell on November 9th, 1989. Now,
1989 = 13 × 153 and before 2002, the rosary had 153 Ave Maria 27 !!! The fall of
communism was signed with a wink from Heaven!
Saint Lucia passed away on February 13th, 2005. Thanks to 13, Fatima became the
triumph of the fighting Virgin; the standard that would lead us to the Revelation
of John and its wonderful based-time arithmetical network! This deluge of number
13, encrypted in these dates in History, cannot be due to chance... These dates, as
realities for us, as symbols and winks for Heaven, are the mysterious fruits of a long
and fierce warfare against the Forces of divisions...
· · · — — — · · ·

· · · — — — · · ·

· · · — — — · · ·

To better grasp these apparitions, we propose a chant strongly inspired by Tous les
cris les SOS by the French singer Daniel Balavoine. The rhythm of his music is the
core of it.
Fatima, 1917: The Great War

Fatima, 1917 : La Grande Guerre

SOS jetés par la Mère
Des sceaux en nombre, Elle espère
Qu’une âme pourra lire à travers

SOS thrown by the Mother
Numbers of seals, She hopes
That someone will read through

SOS s’écrient dans les vers
D’un poème chiffré allant vers(à l’envers)
Ces mois effacés ; passé recouvert

SOS echoed with verses
Of an encrypted poem going backwards
To these faded months; coated past

Les gens courent
Ils se raccrochent à l’ennui
Aux tourments que cause le bruit
Décor qui ment, sourd
À ces deux Cœurs qui s’empressent,
Sans comprendre dans leur détresse
Les maux qui les noient

People run
They cling to ennui
To the torments that noise causes
Decor that lies, deaf
To these two Hearts that gather round them
Without realizing in their distress
The ills that drown them

Difficile d’appeler au secours
Quand tant d’entêtements les oppressent
Dans les tranchées nouées de stress
Étouffent un peu plus l’espoir qu’un jour
La guerre finisse et disparaisse
Par le secours d’un Cœur, d’une messe

Hard to call for help
When so much stubbornness oppresses them
In the trenches knotted with stress
Gradually stifle the hope that someday
The war might end and vanish
Rescued by a Heart, by a Mass

26 1984

is also Orwell’s best-known novel...
203, and 203 = 7 × 29. Now, 7 is connected to the Virgin and 29 to Archangel Saint

27 Nowadays

Michael!
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Les gens courent
Ils se raccrochent à l’ennui
Aux tourments que cause le bruit
Des corps qui sont lourds,
Gisants dans le sang, la détresse
Sans comprendre la faiblesse
Des âmes qui les noient

People run
They cling to ennui
To the torments caused by the noise
Of corpses who are heavy,
Lying in blood, in distress
Without realizing the weakness
Of the souls who drown them

Tous leurs cris, leurs SOS
Partent dans les airs
Dans l’Au-delà, dans les messes
Dont les échos font pitié

All their cries, their SOS
Go up in the air
In the hereafter, in the Mass
And their echoes arouse pity

Prisonniers des sceaux de l’ère
Leurs larmes amères
À Fatima, la Vierge amène
Apparut sur un chêne, posée

Prisoners of the seals of the era
Their bitter tears
At Fatima, the affable Virgin
Appeared standing on an oak tree

Et j’ai ramassé les treize or-verts
J’ai recollé ces nombreux sceaux
Tout était clair comme de l’eau
Contre le passé, y a rien à faire
Qu’à compter les soirs qui passèrent
Entre deux dates où l’Histoire reste à faire

And I picked up the gold-green thirteen
I glued these numerous seals back together
Everything was as clear as water
Against the past, nothing can be done
Except numbering the evenings that went by
Between two dates of which History has yet to be told

Et je cours
Je me raccroche à la Vie
À ce Christ qu’on oublie
À ce Cœur qui m’entoure
Comme une onction de tendresse
Sans comprendre la tristesse
De ce Dieu qui se bat

And I run
I cling to Life
To this Christ whom people forget
To this Heart which surrounds me
Like an unction of tenderness
Without realizing the sadness
Of this God who fights

D’un clin d’œil les sceaux de l’ère
Me soufflent cet air
D’un poème que j’embrasse
Dont les rythmes font la beauté

With a wink the seals of the era
Whisper to me this aria
Of a poem that I embrace
The rhythms of which echo the beauty

Pris dans leur écrin de vers
Les trois nombres luttent
Mais le Temps les amène
Sur les dates, toile de toute beauté

Taken in their jewellery verse
The three numbers struggle
But Time steers them
Into dates, breathtaking painting

D’un clin d’œil les sceaux de l’ère
Me soufflent cet air
D’un poème que j’embrasse
Dont les rythmes font la beauté

With a wink the seals of the era
Whisper to me this aria
Of a poem that I embrace
The rhythms of which echo the beauty

Pris dans leur écrin de vers
Les trois nombres luttent
Mais le Temps les amène
Sur les dates, toile de toute beauté

Taken in their jewellery verse
The three numbers struggle
But Time steers them
Into dates, breathtaking painting

SOS jetés par la Mère
Des dates élues dans le mystère
À Fatima, ils oublièrent...

SOS thrown by the Mother
Dates chosen in mystery
At Fatima, they failed to remember...
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